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Blazing a trail in
Milan: Blazé
Blazé, a womenswear line inspired by
men’s blazers, is the work of friends and
former stylists Delfina Pinardi, Corrada
Rodriguez D’Acri, and Sole Torlonia.
Masterfully tailored with extravagant
fabrics – a female interpretation of Italy’s
menswear tradition – the distinctive, yearround blazers were launched in Milan in
2012 as a made-to-measure collection.
This determined trio, who are all in
their 30s, understood what was missing
from women’s closets. “We knew exactly
what we wanted to do and how to get
there,” says Pinardi. Everything would be
made to order – and therefore paid for
upfront – so the trio required only enough
investment to cover the cost of samples.
With a small Milan atelier sewing the
orders, they were able to sell 230 custom
blazers in their first year of trunk shows.
Rodriguez D’Acri tracked down
Caroline de Maigret, the blazer-loving
style icon and influencer, who became
a fan. Soon Blazé was showing at Vogue
Talents during Milan fashion week and was
picked up by the 247Showroom in Milan.
The well-connected agency presented
Blazé’s custom-made samples as examples
of what a ready-to-wear line would
look like so the brand could gain orders
from shops without having to produce a
collection first. Made-to-measure blazers
are still made in Milan but ready-to-wear
garments are produced by a seamstress
at a pint-sized tailor in Rome. Blazé sold
500 blazers in the first season and 1,500 in
the second; they are now stocked in 100
shops worldwide, including Net-a-Porter,
Matches and Le Bon Marché.
Helpfully, the trio had allies from their
styling years: photographers, magazine
editors and a representative at the Karla
Otto PR agency who continues to work
with them. For more than a year they
worked in Rodriguez D’Acri’s living
room to save costs, but by 2015, they had
relocated to an apartment-like studio on
Milan’s elegant Piazza Castello and hired
their first assistant. Today they operate a
second office in Rome and employ a team
of eight; collaborations with designers
Margherita Missoni, Arizona Muse, and
Georgina Brandolini (Valentino’s righthand woman) have helped to generate
continuing buzz around the brand.
“At the beginning, we had nothing
to lose except time, and no one else
was doing blazers for women,” says
Rodriguez D’Acri. This was a lowrisk, carefully planned venture that
eschewed brash statements in favour
of understated yet distinctive products.
“We’re not designers,” she says. “We’re
entrepreneurs.” Names goes here
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From utility item to
fashion statement
Liv Lewitschink

brown, they appealed to sensible,
sharply dressed men, waterproofing leather shoes to help them
survive the wet weather.
This wintery staple fell out of
fashion in Sweden in the second
half of the 20th century but it has
found renewed popularity in the past
decade. Much of that is down to
Norwegian fashion designer Johan
Ringdal, who made the galosh a
fashion statement with a line of
brightly coloured rubber versions
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about the quality of our product,
we make the brand concept fun,”
says Ievenko. This ethos shines
through in the striking shades of
puffers, from scarlet and mint
to lemon, as well as more sober
options, such as navy.
So rapid was the brand’s ascent
that Ievenko now employs a team
of 60 in his inner-city studio. The
majority of production is done
in-house by a group of young
seamstresses; overflow is completed
at neighbouring factories in Kiev.
“Our fabrics are Italian, and our
zippers come from Switzerland,”
says Ievenko. “We only use goose
down that is ethically sourced
from Ukrainian farms, and all the
production is done here in Ukraine.
We’re very proud of that.”
A number of emerging Ukrainian
brands, such as Anna October, The
Sleeper and Paskal, are gaining
international exposure but running a
successful fashion brand in Ukraine
is far from easy. “We have no government support, no proper fashion education, no premium-fabric
production and too many customs
restrictions,” says Ievenko. “Yet
we power through in the face of
adversity as we want to give back
to our economy.”
The need to be resilient in a
nascent fashion market has helped
the predominantly young workforce
in the Ienki Ienki studio to build
energy and momentum. “We are
bold, open and welcoming,” says
Ievenko. “Some of our workers even
modelled in our lookbook. People
love our fresh vision.”

times. Those averse to muddy feet
wore galosh-like shoes made
with a leather or woven cover
and clunky wooden heel. But it
wasn’t until the 1800s that modern
galosh was brought into large-scale
production by tyre and rubber factories. Companies such as Tretorn,
the shoemaker with roots in rubber
production, became world-leaders
in galoshes and helped the footwear become a staple of the Swedish
gentleman’s wardrobe. In black or

things last. These days, a wider
section of people wear galoshes,
both young and old.”
Gabriel Mellqvist, anchor at
finance-focused television station efn in Stockholm, swears by
them. “Galoshes are perfect when
I want to wear nicer shoes and it’s
‘Swedish weather’ out. They’re so
much handier than having to wear
boots and bring a change of shoes
in a bag.” Along with bright socks
and pocket handkerchiefs, galoshes
bring personality to men’s work
outfits. Just look down when you’re
on the train with commuters, or visit
Stockholm’s upscale Östermalm
neighbourhood at lunchtime on
a snowy, slushy day. You’ll be
surrounded by the muffled smack
of rubber on pavement as dapper
gents show off those bright pops of
colour wrapped around their feet.
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Come the first snow on the streets
of Stockholm, you’ll see them: men
wearing galoshes, those rubbery
outer shoes that protect the more
delicate brogues beneath from the
elements. The Swedish man (and the
odd woman) who cares that little bit
more about his attire will most likely
own a pair of galoshes. During the
colder months they enable Swedes
to attend meetings, dinners and
late-night festivities while staying
immaculate; slip them off at the door
and you’re good to go.
Galoshes have been around
in Sweden since at least medieval

“Galoshes are perfect when
I want to wear nicer shoes
and it’s ‘Swedish weather’
out. They’re so much
handier than having to wear
boots and bring a change
of shoes in a bag”
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launched under the brand Swims
in 2006. Swims galoshes can be
found at any well-stocked shoe
seller in countries with adverse
weather; Ringdal has even developed a custom model for high-end
UK shoemaker John Lobb. Popular
Swedish brands include Herrstil and
Nordic Grip, whose galoshes feature
spikes in the soles for icy streets.
“The fashion world welcomes
products like the galosh”, says Sara
Winter, manager of the Swedish
Shoe Council. “It protects your shoe
and also fits right into the thinking
around sustainability and making
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